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 CONTACT DETAILS            EDITOR’S CORNER
   

Well done MG members!  your response to my request for 
‘quirky, weird and wonderful’ photos was truly amazing.   

Compiling this newsletter had me grinning from ear to ear.  
A hearty thanks to everyone who took photos, or spent time 
wading through old photos to make this a MaGical issue.
Who said lockdown could not be fun?  What CT MG club
members get up to when nobody is around should lighten 
your mood, as well as bring a smile to your face..

Joan Parker you certainly had me guessing on (pg.11) and 
trust me I am still guessing.

Another interesting ‘Me and My MG’ story from Roger 
Tipping.  (pg.5)
Lucky man, Fred Phillips keeps us in suspense. (pg.6)

Technical articles are to be found on (pgs.7&8)

Please remember to send in your articles and photos for the 
June issue by 23rd May.

    Hope is the power of being cheerful in circumstances 
                           that we know to be desperate.    -   G.K. Chesterton

Fran   
  
  
_______________________________________________
Front page photos by Frenske Otzen Photography

Top:             1950   MG TD     owner - Chris Champion   
Bottom:     1950   MG TD     owner -  Martin Davies
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   There has been so much time during this lockdown to write but what to write about? ~ except the 
   obvious subject which only the totally ignorant would ask  ‘Pandemic! What pandemic?’  
   One positive attribute the human race has is no matter how serious a current crisis may be there 
   are always those who bring humour to the situation, often unknowingly.

   Many of us when in need of a good laugh simply go on to You Tube and type in ‘Trump’!  Then 
   shake our heads with incredulous disbelief.  Imagine having a similar character in our MG club ~  
   Oh boy, how we would laugh on our way home after a Natter.

   It would appear that the lockdown has given overseas MG owners time to delve into another
   aspect of owning a MG (apart from the sheer joy of driving one), that is the history surrounding
   their car.
   
   Recently a number of both local and overseas owners have requested information regarding 
   their MGs.  One query was from a MGB Roadster owner whose MG was imported into Australia
   from SA in 1985.  This car now resides in Margaret River a beautiful, country town in SW Australia.  
   Google maps show this to be an ideal place for countryside, MG driving.  The UK also appears
   to have the lion’s share of ex-SA MGs and club member, Chris Nel has added to this by taking
   his MGs with him to the Isle of Wight.  A leisurely drive around the Island should be over before
   the engine is at running temperature and breakfast on the table!

   I have taken this lockdown period to revive the restoration project of my 1933 Austin.  No sooner
   had I started when the oxygen for the welding set was empty, apart from much needed other 
   supplies.  Not bad planning, simply caught unawares.  Well, I suppose it’s back to the household 
   chores for the home executive again.

   On the Committee front there is nothing to report considering there are currently no Club 
   activities, which is the case of all other Clubs.  Our last committee meeting was held via the
   medium of E-mail ~ not exactly ideal, but under the circumstances it was better than no meeting 
   at all.

   Like myself I am sure we all look forward to the return of ‘normality’ to feel the wind in our
   hair (what hair?) as we drive our MGs.  Somehow sitting in the MG, using a hairdryer and
   mouthing ‘VROOM VROOM’ is just not the same.
   On the positive side my TD no longer leaks oil – because it has not moved for 5 weeks!

   Keep safe everyone.
       
   Mike             
              
                   
                 
                                                                                                                    

                          
          
   
   

  

    FROM THE CHAIR 
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      SOCIAL NEWS   

   
    
             CONDOLENCES     
    
     The MG Car Club committee and members wish to convey their deepest sympathy to the family 
     and friends of Maureen James, who passed away suddenly.   Our thoughts are with them all at
     this very sad time.

   
    How can we help and make a difference
    There are numerous organisations calling for assistance / donations for the needy, hungry and 
    poor during this uncertain time of lockdown.  If you are in a position to help or donate there are
    also others in your specific area you may be aware of.  Don’t forget you can support your local 
    Churches who do amazing work for the needy, Night Shelters / Havens, Soup Kitchens and all 
    the Animal Welfare organisations.  
    Stay safe and thank you for caring.  -  Shirley Roux (Membership Secretary)

    OUT AND ABOUT
     Due to the present lockdown and revised government regulations, all future MG events and 
     meetings have been cancelled until further notice. 

     

    

       

    
  

 

              

      

        
        

                              MAY BIRTHDAYS

            1 - Catherine Lewis                     
                   2 - Tracy London              
             5 - Chris Howell                  
                    7 - Pat Masterson               
          11 - John Whittaker                                 
                 13 - Ian Irvin     
          14 - Brenda Bulman,  Neville Frost,   Donald Campbell        
                  16 - John Morrison                       
           17 - Brian James,  Peter Mitchley
                 25 - Tony Bruton                       
                 27 - Frits Rossouw  
      28 - Shaheed Shaik          
         30 - Roger Lewis,  Neville Whitney,  Thomas de Moyencourt
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        ME AND MY MG                              Roger Tipping    
  

   

      

 

      

      Above is a photo of me with my first MG which started out as a 1275 Mk3, 1973 Midget.  I bought 
      her for the princely sum of £800 way back in 1979 where I was living and studying at the time, in
      Guernsey, in the Channel Islands.

      I used the car daily but soon got a bit bored with its ‘standardness’..….as we do at the age of 20.  
      However, life was very much on a budget so I began to learn about engines etc., with the help of 
      my dad who was an encyclopaedia when it came to things mechanical.   He had taught me a lot 
      already, having been a farmer and fixing tractors etc., was standard behaviour.

      Fascinated with motorsport I decided to compete in some of the Islands local events, namely hill 
      climbing, auto tests, sprints and road rallies.  I fitted a proper roll bar, a 4 point harness, a bucket 
      seat and a bigger anti-roll bar ~ otherwise standard.   Needless to say after a couple of attempts
      I realized hill climbs and sprints were not really for the car, too slow and standard handling plus a 
      driver of mediocre talent.   However,  I became very proficient at auto tests and road rallying even  
      winning my class on a couple of occasions.

      Later the MG was fitted with a hotter cam, rebore with new pistons, a gas flowed head to 1298cc,
      a competition gearbox and half shafts, both very prone to breaking in the standard versions.
     
      British Leyland was well represented on the Island at the time and even had a Leyland Special 
      Tuning section where most bits came from.
 
      I had great fun in that very simple, fun car but had to sell it to come to South Africa in 1982.  
      I have tried to trace the Midget, however I have not had any luck.   Cars rusted quickly in 
      Guernsey and she was already showing the signs.
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    VIRTUAL OWNERSHIP or DISTANCE MOTORING                           Fred Phillips   
       

     
    The Corona Virus has impacted severely on every aspect of our lives recently and who knows 
     how long it will be, if ever, before things return to what we consider normal?

    Now, I suppose it is due to me having more than a bit of time on my hands just now than I am 
    used to, but I am penning an article for The Breed that I hope you will perhaps find amusing.   
    Not that I wish to trivialise anything that is happening just now, but I want to share with you the 
    lighter side of a recent event in my life.

    I have been feeling the need to buy an early MG TF for some years now, and I had refined my 
    lust to focus on a 1955 TF 1500.  “Hmmm tasty” I hope I hear you say.  Well, easier said than 
    done.  Such machines are not to be found on every corner in our fair land.  There proved to be 
    several on the market in each of the USA, Britain and Europe. (Note the distinction on the latter 2).
    Anyway, the shipping and import costs would have rendered offshore acquisition prohibitive, so a 
    local car it had to be.  A red example presented itself in Pretoria some 3 years ago or so, but as I 
    prevaricated for a while wondering mostly how to falsify the purchase price to preserve domestic 
    bliss, the car was sold. 

    Time went by and one appeared in Johannesburg.   Again, I hesitated, this time due to Global 
    Classic car values looking a bit wobbly and the local stock market behaving like a hungry gannet 
    over a school of pilchards.  Quite some time went by, and then the price went down somewhat.   
    Almost simultaneously, this pesky virus was upon us and I made an offer which, after some 
    haggling, was accepted.

    Now I had never actually seen the car, just lots of nice looking photos.  Flying from Cape Town
    to Johannesburg had suddenly become a life threatening exercise but I had a good mate up 
    country, who knew the car well and he said, “ja”.

    Everything was arranged and the car was ready for loading... but then the President addressed 
    the nation and the rest is history.   The transport company realised their truck and driver would
    be stuck down here for at least 21 days and so it came to pass that my new car and I are 
    enjoying isolation on opposite ends of the country.

    Perhaps by the time you read this, we will all have seen it!  I do hope so, but till then I just 
    Google articles on the model and dream of going for a drive.   I am sure that all members have 
    missed their outings in the various MGs we own, but spare a thought for a member who hasn’t 
    even seen his car yet.
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     I’VE BLOWN IT                                                   Fred Phillips  

 
   
      
     In 2015, I bought a MG ND in the UK and shipped it to South Africa, the car being one of only
     21 manufactured was in really, good all-round condition and I liked it from the start. Like all of
     its brethren, it was normally aspirated when it left the factory, but subsequent research 
     showed that it was extremely unusual to find a pre-war, 6-cylinder 2-seater in an un-blown 
     state.  So, for the first 4 years of ownership, I resisted the blower route in the belief that my 
     car was more original than any other like model.  After all, power was “sufficient” and I did not 
     foresee any immediate requirement to set off on trans-continental journeys so, all seemed well.

     As time passed though I became aware through the media that my car was a bit of a loner as 
     regards its induction system and blown examples were considered more desirable and 
     valuable by the cognoscenti.   So, the hunt for the necessary equipment began.  
     
     Almost immediately it became apparent that true period blowers were mighty tough to find and 
     if one was unearthed, it would almost always, represent ornamental value at best and this at a 
     price that would keep your accountant awake at night.  Then, I found that Barry Walker in the 
     UK was offering a remanufactured example of the Marshall 75 side-mount blower complete
     with the all-important inlet manifold. ‘Bolt it on during a Saturday afternoon’, so said the 
     vendor and that information, coupled with the fact that the exchange rate was still a heady 
     R15 to the Pound, clinched it.

     The kit duly arrived as advertised and other than for some bracket welding, casting filing, 
     machining to accommodate oil seals, pulley machining and general bodging to ensure that 
     belts did not foul, all was pretty much as advertised.  I don’t consider myself as the worst 
     spanner duffer out there, but the ‘Saturday afternoon’ translated into a couple of weeks
     worth of darn-constant hard work.  Come start-up time though and after about a 5 second 
     grinding of the starter motor, the engine burst into life and settled immediately into a smooth
     idle.  Praise the powers that be.

     Subsequently, I found that the good starting was a false dawn as after 30 seconds or so of 
     smooth running, the engine would cut, only to restart immediately with lots of choke, no 
     matter how hot!   Also, vast quantities of smoke billowed from the exhaust and the average 
     seemed to be 1 set of new plugs for every 20 minute outing. ‘Eish’.  NGK must have been 
     close to sending me a ‘most valued client certificate’.  

     Fortunately, Viv James of our Club had travelled this route not long before me and was able 
     to offer invaluable advice.  It turns out that with a blown engine, timing and mixture become
     far more critically important than normal.  On most of our MGs a more, or less correct set-up 
     will translate to fairly decent operation.  Not so with a blower.  My car is now absolutely on the
     button at last but adjust the mixture by one flat in either the richer or leaner direction, and woe
     betide you.

     Is there now a big difference in performance?  Well, significant in my case, but not startling. 
     The car is somewhat different to drive as the blower results in what feels like a heavier fly-
     wheel.  Pick-up is slower and revs drop more slowly when coming off the throttle.  But there 
     is definitely more “poke” in the performance.  Added to that is the fact that I have now 
     covered some 300 miles all on the same set of plugs so the customer is more than happy. 

     I’m sure that NGK have curtailed their production numbers to compensate for the sudden 
     and dramatic downturn in sales since Viv and I finally got the hang of tuning blown engines, 
     so don’t buy any of their shares just yet.
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   Lastly, I refer in this article to a blower and not a supercharger, though over the years I have 
     always used the latter term, thinking blower was American slang.  Loads of Googling leaves 
     one slightly bemused as many experts disagree on the meaning of the different terminology.  
     I though, have personally decided that what I have fitted is a blower and a supercharger is 
     something else all-together. 

     All that ‘googling’ tells me, that blowers accelerate the mixture and it is compressed in the
     manifold.  (Rootes type vane blowers, which mine is).  Superchargers compress the mixture
     in the body of the device and it is delivered to the manifold pre-compressed.
     (Dragsters and Spitfires).  I am braced for speedy retribution on my definition.
                              
     * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

     POSITIVE CRANKCASE VENTILATION BASICS - Specifically for MGAs and early MGBs
    
     My recent searching to find and understand the value and operation (and parts) of the PCV led 
     me to speaking to many very knowledgeable members of the MGCC-CT.   I also spoke to
     informed people who supply parts for our favoured pastime.  Ultimately I was referred to articles 
     written by Barney Gaylord who, quite openly has had no issues with his information being spread 
     to like-minded fanatics.  This following information is taken from his web site and comes with a 
     cautionary note that if ventilation is not done properly it may interfere with your engine perfor-
     mance and longevity.   For crankcase ventilation to work properly it requires a low level vacuum 
     source to pull through the crankcase and an air inlet vent into the crankcase, hopefully filtered.  
     Crankcase ventilation is often overlooked or fitted incorrectly when changing carburettors.

     For all MGAs and early MGBs (18G engines 1962-1964) the air inlet was a ½ inch hose from 
     the air filter to the rocker cover.  A very low level vacuum was provided through ½ inch draft pipe 
     on the forward section of the tappet cover when the car was in motion.  The twin cam has the draft 
     pipe on the tappet cover rear end.

     For the 18GA/BG/GF engines from 1964-1968 the tappet cover front end was connected to a 
     PCV valve which was connected to the inlet manifold.  This PCV valve regulated a constant low
     level vacuum in the crankcase and could take any amount of blow-by gases.  To prevent 
     excessive airflow through the crankcase into the inlet manifold, the airflow was restricted by a 
     small orifice in the oil filler cap which also housed an air filter in the filler cap.

     For the 18GH engine in 1969 the PCV was replaced and the low level vacuum was provided by 
     a venturi vacuum source on the carburettors.  Air intake to the crankcase was still through the 
     restricted filler oil cap.  The idea is that there needs to be some fresh air circulating through the
     crankcase to remove water vapour (a by-product of combustion).  Without the fresh air intake
     circulating through the engine the crankcase will accumulate water and form an emulsified 
     water/oil scum which can contaminate and dilute the oil.  - Neville Wyness      
     
      (This article with respect and thanks to Barney Gaylord)   
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        MG LIFE DURING LOCKDOWN               
  
     
       

  
    
   
          
                                            .

       
    

                

     
                  
                           

   
  Garden service stopped ...... lawn mower won’t start. 
   Sharon Zazeraj starting the process of cutting the

the main lawn (144 sq.m) using only a small pair
 of edge cutters.
             Successfully done in 2 days!

 Roy provided moral support and occasional applause                       

                 

                    
    
             

                        

                    Banditos  -  Hilary & Neville Wyness picking avocados    
                in their garden    
  Theo van der Hoek alternating between lawnmower and vacuum cleaner            

                                                          

  The Chairman doing a spot of  Sunday fishing!

  

                     Waiting patiently for a ‘bite’
                         Wow!   this feels like a whopper   

                         Fish braai anyone?  
             
                     
       Something went horribly  wrong  with the Editor’s                                                                        
                                                                                                                           ‘do-it-yourself ’ highlight kit.     
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       ‘Keeping their distance’
     Dave Ginsberg’s  VA and
             Keith Poole’s  SA
   

                 

                 

      
                               

      Celia Baylis in lockdown with 
           ‘Maggie’s’ substitute
             Horizontal lockdown for Martin Davies   

                

        
          

                         

                  

  12 noon at Fred & Caryl Phillips’ home                                                               

                               

        

 

  

              

               

       
     

  

                             

       

       

                 Mid-afternoon at Fred & Caryl’s

       

                                                                                         

    

              

   

               
            Tony Bruton couldn’t take the heat so he ‘hightailed’ it out of Bronwyn’s kitchen                                                       
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                            Can you guess who the gents are?   
                                  sent in by Pam Leach
    
                         
 
    
        

 

              

Joan Parker sent in this photo of  the MaGical, good old days.                            
           Can anyone guess who the members are?
                   

     

      Sent in by Peter van der Spuy this
          photo speaks for itself!             Ronnie Grace and his latest aquisition - a 1941 Chevrolet Coupe 

                             bought in Ceres from the late Basil Wesson collection. 
                           It shows that a MG owner with 2 MGs  (B GT & MGC Roadster)
                                           can also own a 80 year old American classic. 

                    

            
  
                 

       

          

       
                          Luckily in Germany my ‘parents’ are allowed to walk with me, 
                                                           sometimes I can watch them in the garden when they work, but 

                                                        sometimes I must join them doing Yoga.
  A post lockdown bug free B - Roger Lewis                      Best wishes from Fee, happiest dog on Earth having ‘parents’ 
                                                                                                                                                                      like Eugen & Sabine Kohler

Hi all Cape Town club member,s
Hope all is well, we are doing  fine here, at least we
can go out for a walk.   I thought it was trouble to 
get the MG cars out of SA, but I still have not been
able to register them here.
 Looks like there is light at the end of the tunnel.
                  Keep safe and regards,
          Pauline & Chris Nel  (and Frankie)
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   LETTERS

  
   I am a member of the Southern Cape Club, based in Knysna.   I am seeking a previous owner 
   of my 1980, (registered  Dec 1981) black MGB roadster when the registration number was 
   CEM29787.   The car was then sold through Crossley & Webb in 2017 to Andy Sutcliffe of 
   Hout Bay and I bought it from him registered as CA 519345.   

   If any of the Cape Town members remember who previously owned the car when it had the 
   CEM number I would be happy to hear from them, many thanks.

          Regards,
      Ray Mackey   
      Contact: 082 922 6106    email: brmprojects@telkomsa.net

      
     * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

  

  Perhaps someone may be able to identify this carburettor 
   which I found amongst the late, Bill ten Oever’s parts left
   in his garage.   Bill had a M-type MG and I think some bits
   and pieces of a P-type.   I am not sure if this comes from a 
   MG, perhaps I am wrong.  
  Two pictures of a manual for the carbs is dated 1929 and 
   is of another model of a Zenith Carburettor.   
   Gareth McConkey 

    email:   gareth@jantech.co.za
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      FOR SALE

 
    

   

   

   1975 MGB –white.   Recently had a complete engine rebuild, fitted with Standard pistons.  
    New clutch etc., diff de-clunked, brakes and steering overhauled.   
    New brake and clutch master and slave cylinders.  
    Camshaft has been re-profiled and new followers fitted.   
    New distributor and an extra cooling fan. 
    Cylinder head acid cleaned, valves seats hardened and valves re-seated.  
    Fitted with extra, supporting suspension and stainless steel exhaust system.   
    Re-upholstered in leather and re-carpeted, hood and tonneau cover in excellent condition.    
    Price:  R120,000
    Contact: Neville Wyness  083 307 9936 /  021 782 9651  
                      
                                                                      
     

     

   WANTED

   For Lucas 45D4 distributor (late model MGB) securing clips for the distributor
    cap or a complete distributor.  Contact:  Ray Mackey 082 922 6106 
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